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Technology, and how it can improve the way you do business, has always been a hot topic. At the same time, it 
can be a bit overwhelming for advisers who have not always been open to change. 

We were approached by quite a few readers who asked us to give them a bit of a comparative overview on wealth 
and CRM systems. Although we would have loved to compare all of the players in the market, 
the best ones available responded, answering all the nitty gritty questions you need clarity on. 

I have been assisted by Francois du Toit, not only a Certified Financial Planner himself, but 
someone who assists advisers and planners to grow their businesses in various ways. Make sure 
you follow Francois on his various platforms and make a point of connecting with him if you 
believe you are ready for the next step in your business.

Rianet Whitehead
Editor

FAnews

  

The aim is to have one system; one system that can do and manage everything a financial advice or wealth man-
agement business needs. However, no such system exists. Instead, financial advisers mostly choose a system 
either based on a recommendation from their peers or on price. This approach often leads to financial advisers 

trying to adapt their practice to fit the system, i.e. change the way they work (causing much frustration in the pro-
cess) or they simply do not use all the functionality to its fullest extent.

Some set off on a journey to design and develop their own software. However, software development is not their core 
business. Many of these projects are abandoned and never become the solution that was envisioned. Some have the 
luxury of determining which system covers most of their needs, and then integrate with other systems through cus-
tom development, adding additional cost and complexity to the mix.

In a world where flexibility and personalization are a requirement, financial advisers will start 
to create their own technology stack to suit their unique needs and way of work. What is a 
technology stack? It is two or more pieces of software that work together seamlessly. Each 
piece of software in the stack is best-of-breed and fulfils a specialized function.

It is vital for every financial adviser and their practice to determine their needs before imple-
menting technology. Technology must fit the practice. It must enable the practice. It must be 
an investment, not a cost.

Francois du Toit, CFP®
Francois du Toit Consulting and Technology



TRAINING
We enable you to build and stack your 
skills. All programs ensure you are able 
to immediately apply the knowledge in 

Workshops and Masterclasses. 

CPD
FSCA, FPI, ICBA

classes or online programs

ONLINE LEARNING

Do you believe that…
Ongoing learning is crucial to your long-term success?
Only the best learning programs are good enough?

Professionalism starts with you?

Do you want to…
Raise your status and trust with your clients?
Stand out from the crowd?

Grow your business?

Visit our website: www.francoisdutoit.co.za      Email us:  info@francoisdutoit.co.za
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Technology change is an uncomfortable process and, whether or not a financial advisory practice has the luxury of 
adequate resources and the time to dedicate to selection, proper planning and thorough investigation are essential 
ingredients for success. Research shows that the initial selection of software is a key determinant for satisfaction.

Many practices employ somewhat haphazard methods of selecting solutions, the criteria for which often centers on a 
list of gripes with other solutions, peer experience and, of course, costs. Business interruption is guaranteed – there is 
no such thing as a painless transition – so make sustainable choices upfront. And remember that a software demo is an 
overview and a sales pitch, not a training session. What you see in demos will not sufficiently prepare you for your daily 
operational life, following implementation.

A good idea is to apply similar rigor to the selection of software products as you might apply to the financial planning 
process.
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1Run a quick survey throughout your business to establish consensus on what is currently working, what 
is not working and what the expectations would be of a new piece of software. This will help you to drill 
down to the real issues, as well as identify the areas that are working well, in order to maintain those 

standards.

2Talk to as many peers as possible, asking for details about their experiences of both software and sup-
port, and make notes. Research vendors and their products online wherever possible.

3Document a list of business requirements, involving key staff. Think about practical things, not just a 
list of standard CRM fields. Consider topics such as integration with other systems, automated data 
availability, packaged versus customisable workflow, output client reporting, management information, 

manipulability of financial planning calculators (especially in the context of advisers’ appetite for complexity), 
user-friendliness, mobile capability and anything else that might be relevant.

4Create a diagram of all your other internal systems and tools (including spreadsheets and manual 
processes) and consider whether any of these could be replaced by, or integrated with a new system, 
bearing in mind that the chances are slim that you will find a single product to replace every system or 

process in your business. Think about everything from your new business register to your leads manage-
ment, advice process and commission reconciliation to your document storage and task management. Ide-
ally, you would need as many systems as possible to ‘talk to each other’.

5Prioritise your requirements and decide which are critical, important or just nice to have so that you 
remain firm and undistracted in the upcoming demos.

6Use your list of requirements during every demonstration to make sure that you do not forget to ask 
any questions, and also to rate and score each listed requirement for suitability.

7Have key staff members attend demonstrations and do not leave the decision to one individual – it is im-
portant that needs are met across the breadth of the business; each person will view the solution from 
his or her own specific perspective.

8Ask vendors about more than just functionality, making sure that you gain an understanding of the im-
plementation and ongoing support processes, as well as the stability of each vendor and any upcoming 
strategic changes they might be planning. Research shows that one of the greatest causes of dissatisfac-

tion is poor implementation and ongoing support.

9Create a case study, using a familiar and complicated client or process, get demo access to each system 
or ask the vendor to spend some time running through the scenario with you. This will enable you to 
assess each solution quantitatively for its ability to produce a result from the same set of criteria.

10If you are out of your depth, call in some expert advice. Engage with consultants who are familiar 
with the industry, have experience with multiple software vendors and products, and are practiced in 
eliciting business requirements and managing a rigorous selection and implementation process.

Nina Lowes
Director
Linktank

Jen McKay
Director 
Linktank
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A CRM, planning software and reporting systems 
all-in-one

Other

Allegiance We are primarily an all-in-one system with a class-lead-
ing financial planning components.

Asset-Map We are primarily a Client Engagement solution. This 
includes elements of CRM, planning and reporting. 
Our primary purpose is to materially enhance the 
experience that a client has with the Financial Planning 
process. The planning relationship is then elevated to 
be their overall compass, giving ongoing direction and 
guidance to the client and his family.

atWORK All-in-one

PROFIDA All-in-one

Skye All-in-one, many features other than those mentioned 
above. In fact, a large component of Skye relates to 
FSP Practice, HR, Training and Compliance manage-
ment functionalities that have not been included in this 
questionnaire.

Allegiance: 
Avalon

Our massive transformative purpose is to empower advisers to help clients make better financial decisions 
through powerful financial engineering and responsive, simple-to-use interfaces. Avalon does three things, and 
that is to empower advisers to compete in high value markets; manage advice risk for the advisers and extract 
the lifetime value of the client.

Asset-Map Asset-Map seeks to address the most fundamental challenge facing financial planning today, and that is that clients 
do not value what we, as financial planners, do for them. As a profession we are exceptionally busy performing 
services for clients - doing analyses, calculations, reports, graphs, asset allocation, etc. Clients unfortunately do 
not understand this and, as a result, value our services relatively less than the other important services in their 
lives. Asset-Map reframes the value of financial planning by directly addressing the three fundamental elements 
of the financial planning process - the Heart, Head and Hand. Historically financial planning systems have been 
good at doing analyses and calculations (Head), good at streamlining and creating efficiencies (Hand) but poor 
at making emotional connections with clients by positioning planning as the compass guiding their lives (Heart). 
Asset-Map brings Heart, Head and Hand together by bringing all the clients most important people, relationships 
and money affairs together in a single picture.    

atWORK atWORK is an all-in-one client and practice management, compliance and financial planning system. Cloud-based, 
it offers financial advisers and corporates everything from the basics of an easy-to-navigate client and practice 
management system to data gathering tools for client financial planning and reporting.
A variety of simple-to-use calculators enable our clients to consider different financial planning scenarios and, 
based on these, they have all the relevant information needed to offer insightful financial advice.
With all these tools, atWORK sets clients up for long-standing success; equipping them to build long-standing 
relationships with clients based on trust and exceptional, personalised service.

PROFIDA The purpose of PROFIDA’s system is to:
 give financial advisers and their administrative staff a series of tools to electronically manage the client base, its 
relationships and record keeping;
process data for financial needs analysis, post retirement and estate planning; 
print portfolio schedules and financial planning reports; 
data mine for campaigning and sending out newsletters to all or a specific segment of the client base; and
keep record of life and non-life policies as well as investment accounts achieving a holistic view of the client’s 
portfolio; and.
Encourage interdepartmental workflow in composite brokerages.

Skye The Skye system is designed as simple and effective way to manage an FSP practice, its staff, clients and docu-
ments with compliance requirements and the regulatory framework front of mind 

1. What is the purpose of your system?1. What is the purpose of your system?

2. What are you primarily?2. What are you primarily?
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3. Is your system modular, i.e. can users purchase only what they need?3. Is your system modular, i.e. can users purchase only what they need?

Allegiance Some of the components are modular, but most of them are contained in our core all-in-one-offering. We are 
looking to move to a full modular approach in the not-too-distant future.

Asset-Map Yes, users can customise the solution depending on their needs. This may differ depending on the number of plan-
ners, paraplanners and support staff and the depth of change required in the client experience, ranging from data 
collection to financial planning calculators. 

atWORK Yes

PROFIDA Yes, everything you need for you day-to-day operation is contained in our core all-in-one offering. Third party 
integrations and a client login facility are offered modular.

Skye Yes

4. Who is your target audience?4. Who is your target audience?

Long 
term

Health Invest-
ments

Short 
term

Financial 
Planning

Stock-
broking

Other

Allegiance √ √ √ Avalon was also designed for 
expert estate planners. 
The CRM can be used to man-
age any client relationship across 
any discipline. 
Our target audience is wealth 
advisors, life advisors, long-term 
& investments. Avalon is de-
signed for financial planners and 
wealth planners who plan the 
financial lives of their clients. It is 
a system that offers comprehen-
sive financial life planning.

Asset-Map √ √ √ √ √ √ Trustees, lawyers and account-
ants

atWORK √ √ √ √ √

PROFIDA √ √ √ √ √ Underwriters, Brokers Adminis-
trators and Cell Captives

Skye √ √ √ √ √ √

5. How many unique users do you have?5. How many unique users do you have?

Allegiance Across all 4 of the instances of the system we have more than 5000 users, and we’re growing rapidly. 

Asset-Map The solution was launched in South Africa in May 2019, so currently have only a small number of local users. In 
the USA the solution is well established with more than 4 000 users actively engaging their clients with awe-
some client experiences.

atWORK 7 248

PROFIDA About 400

Skye The Skye system has been developed over the past 6 years and has a small but a loyal client base (under 100 
clients currently). We are new to the market, but with the recent Inseta contract awarded to supply the Skye 
Competency register to 1000 FSPs nationally, we will be increasing our capacity exponentially over the coming 
months. 
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9. Is there a mobile or tablet application? 9. Is there a mobile or tablet application? 

Allegiance Yes. The system works on mobile and tablet, but we do not have a native application

Asset-Map Yes, the software is mobile and tablet friendly and works incredibly well as an interactive digital solution, either 
on a tablet or laptop or projected onto a screen. Interactive “digital” pens and highlighters allow the planner 
and the client to scribble on the Maps, regardless of whether the participants are working electronically or off a 
piece of paper.

atWORK Yes,  atWORK can be accessed by any device with a secure internet connection

PROFIDA You can access PROFIDA on your mobile or tablet without the need to install an application. You just use your 
mobile or tablet’s Internet browser (Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer) to login to access your data. 
PROFIDA has a screen size detection which optimises your experience based on the device you are using.

Skye The Skye Lite web-app is nearing the end of its development and will be available in the next few months.

6. Can the system be branded/white-labelled?6. Can the system be branded/white-labelled?

Allegiance • For certain corporates we do a complete branding on the system and on the client-facing reports. 
• For financial advisers we can brand the client-facing reports according to their needs.

Asset-Map  All documentation and reports drawn by the adviser can be personally branded to represent the practice and 
adviser.

atWORK  The client-facing part of the system can be branded/white-labelled. 

PROFIDA  Yes, at an additional cost.

Skye  Only to a degree, predominantly on reports and client communications.

7. Is there any downtime to consider with updates?7. Is there any downtime to consider with updates?

Allegiance  Zero downtime  

Asset-Map  Zero downtime

atWORK  Zero downtime

PROFIDA  Updates are done after hours when downtime is generally not noticed.  

Skye No downtime. Updates are generally small in terms of data usage and the system does not go down to apply 
the updates. The system will check for and automatically run updates when required at login stage 

8. Is the system cloud-based and available offsite?8. Is the system cloud-based and available offsite?

Allegiance The system is a web-based cloud application and can be used at any location with an internet location.

Asset-Map The system is cloud based and therefore available wherever there is access to the internet. However, the Asset-
Map and Target-Maps generated by the system can be printed and taken offsite to clients as a focal discussion 
point. Clients love scribbling on their Maps, filling in gaps, ideas for the future and thoughts occurring at the 
time. All the notes can be captured afterwards and included in the record of advice. We find that all that clients 
want to take away with them is their Asset-Map with their notes.

atWORK Yes, atWORK can be accessed by any device with a secure internet connection.

PROFIDA Yes, PROFIDA is cloud-based, available offsite and you can use your PC, laptop, smart phone, tablet, iPhone, or 
iPad to access your data.

Skye Yes, all information is stored in the Cloud and may be accessed off site. Skye is an application-based product 
(not web based) so the device must have Skye installed and requires an active internet connection in order to 
access its features.
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10. How often is the system backed up?10. How often is the system backed up?

Allegiance Avalon runs a continuous back-up. We run a technology that takes a snapshot of the data every 60 seconds. It’s 
referred to as continuous backup which means that we can roll back to a specific minute in time. 

Asset-Map Continuously

atWORK Continuously

PROFIDA In real time and in addition weekly to another cloud segment (JHB to CT).

Skye Daily. As users work on the system, data is sent live to the secure hosting servers where it is stored. From there 
the third-party server backs up the data to multiple sites.

11. If an adviser decides to cancel his/her contract with you, what happens 11. If an adviser decides to cancel his/her contract with you, what happens 
to the data?to the data?

Allegiance The data is exported in CSV format and the adviser’s documents are provided in a document folder structure 
with the client name. It’s delivered to the adviser in electronic form.

Asset-Map Backups and logs will be kept for at least one year. If an adviser stops using the system, data associated with the 
adviser will be retained for a minimum of ninety (90) days.

atWORK The data will be extracted and provided to the exiting business, and atWORK’s version of the data will be 
destroyed upon conclusion of the migration.

PROFIDA We assist in extracting the data into an Excel or CSV format.

Skye The client data and documents can be exported and given to the FSP for its safe keeping/transfer to another 
system.

12. If you do give the data to the adviser, how will the data be provided to 12. If you do give the data to the adviser, how will the data be provided to 
the IFA should he/she decide to terminate his/her contract?the IFA should he/she decide to terminate his/her contract?

Allegiance The data is exported in CSV format and the adviser’s documents are provided in a document folder structure 
with the client name. It’s delivered to the adviser in electronic form.

Asset-Map Data is available to download into any file format.

atWORK We provide the client database in csv format and the documents in separate files.

PROFIDA We email the Excel or CSV file containing the data to the adviser. If the file is very big, the data is made available 
via a secure download link. 

Skye The data would be temporarily uploaded to a secure site, where the information will be available for download.
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W W W. AVA L O N . C O. Z A
Change your system. Change your life.

Say hello to goal-based financial planning

Avalon offers an advanced estate planning 

module with scenario planning functionality. 

Avalon FNA offers a simultaneous plan for 

client and spouse. 

QUICK FNA & ESTATE PLANNING

Avalon offers you life planning, saving for 

retirement, investing at retirement, saving 

for a goal, ad hoc investment, portfolio 

construction and so much more.

WEALTH & INVESTMENTS

Effectively manage opportunities and 

tasks from inception to conclusion across 

your network and automate business 

processes through workflows.

ADVANCED CRM
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14. Does the system allow the Advice Process to be captured and tracked? 14. Does the system allow the Advice Process to be captured and tracked? 
If yes, in how much detail?If yes, in how much detail?

Allegiance The full advice process is captured and tracked, and we maintain an audit trail of all financial plans generated on 
the system.

Asset-Map The advice process can be recorded and tracked in the system at a molecular level of detail, as required. How-
ever, we strongly advocate focussing on the bigger picture and showing the client the whole planning process in 
two pages. These two pages represent the heart of the conversation and represent the backbone of the client’s 
connection - the important people in their lives, the connections between them, and the relationships between 
them and their money. 
Moreover, the software has a digital client data collection process, which can be sent to the client electronically. 
Through this process, the client will be carefully guided through a digitally pleasing process to record all of their 
assets, liabilities, incomes, expenses, goals and family structure at a level to which they feel comfortable. The 
adviser can monitor the client’s progress through the process and receive a notification once complete.

atWORK Yes, it captures every interaction the adviser has with the client.

PROFIDA Yes, all details for the Advice Process can be captured and tracked. 

Skye Yes, business workflows can be created and tracked, documentation and communications uploaded, and a KI/
Supervisor sign off if required. A great deal of detail is available in this section with tasks and reminders, Out-
look and SMS integration, etc - down to producing a ROA for some classes of business.

13. Does the system include a built-in Financial Needs Analysis, Risk Profile 13. Does the system include a built-in Financial Needs Analysis, Risk Profile 
Analysis and other Compliance tools?Analysis and other Compliance tools?

Allegiance The system has a comprehensive suite of planning tools including:  
• Financial Needs Analysis
• Advanced Estate Planning
• Wealth and Investment Planning
• Saving for Retirement
• Investing at Retirement
• Saving for a Goal
• Building Wealth
• Various Risk Profiling tools
• Portfolio Analysis tools 
• Document Management tools
• Client review tools, etc.

Asset-Map The system provides a full range of analysis tools and reporting components that builds a comprehensive finan-
cial plan and record of advice, bespoke to the practice or the planner’s advice houseview. A comprehensive and 
customisable report is available, incorporating everything from FAIS disclosure requirements to a client friendly 
way showing a client’s current and desired financial situations and the actions needed to take the client from 
where they are to where they would like to be. 

atWORK Yes, atWORK has a comprehensive suite of tools for risk insurance, health and wealth planning.

PROFIDA PROFIDA includes a built-in
• Financial Needs Analysis; 
• Quick FNA
• Comprehensive Financial Planning
• Facility to track ID documents and utility bills in terms of having a valid copy on file;
• Third party compliance login. 
• Audit trail for the compliance officer to see which record was created, changed or deleted by which user at 

which date and time. 

Skye Yes and no – we have elected not to develop an FNA financial planning tool as there are numerous options 
available (although we may elect to do an integration with another provider should the need arise).
Yes to compliance tools and many compliance functions are available in this space, including a Record of Advice 
Letter.
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15. Can users manage prospecting and new business through the system?15. Can users manage prospecting and new business through the system?
Allegiance Yes. eOur comprehensive Leads, Opportunities, Service desk, Case Management, Task Management, and Docu-

ment Management that work together to provide the adviser with a comprehensive sales tracking system.

Asset-Map The platform allows users to rigorously interrogate client data and draw insights to guide possible campaigns or 
marketing strategies. Unlike typical client inventories, which are usually recorded on a product basis, Asset-Map 
records all data at a client level, meaning the planner is able to get truly meaningful insights into the clients and 
associated entities within his practice. 
Planners can make extracts like the following:
a. Net worth of target clients and their associated entities (trusts, businesses and related parties)
b. Planning / restructuring opportunities at a household level
c. Share of wallet of target clients and their associated entities
d. Multiple ratios at a household level: debt to income, savings to debt, savings to income, etc
e. Regular extracts to campaign clients lacking in target areas: retirement, life cover, savings, etc 

atWORK Yes, atWORK identifies and works prospects through the system.

PROFIDA Yes, via lead and prospect tracking workflow. PROFIDA identifies Cross marketing/selling opportunities, business 
analysis Excel spreadsheets, new business tracking lists and reminders.
PROFIDA assists to identify your best referrers so you can keep them motivated.

Skye Yes, through the Workflow. A referral system is also available.
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16. What standard reports are available?16. What standard reports are available?

Allegiance • Comprehensive Financial Needs Analysis
• Short Financial Needs Analysis
• Comprehensive Estate Plan
•  Executive Estate Plan
• Comprehensive Business Needs Analysis
• Short Business Needs Analysis
• Comprehensive Professional Practice Needs   

Analysis
• Short Professional Practice Needs Analysis
• Wealth report
• Executive Portfolio Analysis report

Asset-Map • Comprehensive reporting on all financial instru-
ments (including income, expense, etc) of a house-
hold and their related legal entities (such as trusts 
and business assets). 

• Reporting on any gaps in their financial affairs and 
how funded they are on those gaps is also avail-
able. 

atWORK • Reports are available from all parts of the system notably, all financial planning reports, policy    schedules, 
workflow and who is responsible. 

• Reports on all clients who have not been contacted can also be pulled from the system.

PROFIDA • Portfolio schedules for individuals and business 
portfolios for business clients;

• Monthly and Quarterly investment reports;
• Portfolio Schedules
• Policy schedules;
• Benefit statements;
• Balance sheets (SARS);
• Various standard letters to be used as a starting 

point for your own letters;
• Analysis report with reference to disability and 

other claims; 
• Reports showing results obtained from the needs 

analysis;

Skye There is a very long list of standard reports available, 
some are mentioned below:
• HR Performance reviews:
    -  Summary Report
    -  Detailed report
• Training:
    -  Employee CPD
    -  Competency Register
    -  PST report
    -  Competency Register Summary
    -  Skills GAP and Planned Training
• Inseta Annual Training Reports:
    -  Annual training
    -  Employee Details
    -  Planned Training

• Portfolio X-ray report
• Portfolio Fund Fact sheets
• Policy Schedules
• Manco Fund Fact sheets. 
The user can further interact with a dashboard 
which he can interrogate, filter and report on 
outstanding tasks, opportunities, needs, birthdays, 
anniversaries and client reviews. Most reports are 
available in English and Afrikaans.

• Planners can also build bespoke reports at a 
client level to interrogate relationships between 
associated entities, for example trusts, their 
beneficiaries and future inheritances to each 
individual.

• Reports relevant to needs and all other aspects 
of the planning process;

• Cash Flow Analysis Report in case of disability, 
severe illness, retirement

• List with the clients’ income and expenses;
• Birthday Lists
• Client Segmentation List with visit date, total 

premium, total investment, etc.
New Business List for the month, year
Cancellation List
Complaints Tracking
Audit Trails of all changes done, exportable to 
Excel.

•  CRM:
    -  Client Birthdays
    -  Workflows
    -  Workflow Exception Reports
    -  Clients Added
    -  Policies Added/Changed
    -  Production Report
    -  Policies Status Changed
    -  Policy Maturity
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17. Can reports be customised? If so, by whom?17. Can reports be customised? If so, by whom?

Allegiance Yes, reports can be customised. We offer a very high level of customization by the user, who can switch report 
components on and off per engagement. For corporate clients we do high level of customization on the reports 
to meet the unique CI needs of corporate brokers. Reports can be generated in MS Word, PDF, and Open 
Document Format.

Asset-Map Yes, the adviser or support users can customise reporting at an individual client level.

atWORK Yes, in our new version all reports, including planning reports, are in Word versions so can be customised by the 
financial planner or his assistant/paraplanner. 

PROFIDA Customisation in terms of: 
• your logo and contact details at the top  Setup provided by the PROFIDA Team;
• adding signature lines and text to portfolio schedule or financial planning report  by user or PROFIDA 

Team; and
• adding,  or changing or duplicating a Standard Letters  by user yourself or via PROFIDA Team assistance.
• in addition, any kind of letter is supported via your own PROFIDA injected MS Word Template.

Skye Yes, custom reports can be developed by users with the requisite access rights. 

18. Do you allow data feeds?  If so, from how may providers?18. Do you allow data feeds?  If so, from how may providers?

Allegiance We offer data feeds from Astute, property valuation companies, and Morningstar for fund pricing information. 
By the end of the year we will have an integration with all major investment platforms through partners.

Asset-Map The system has open APIs which allows easy integration with compatible systems. The platform also allows 
planners to create “stencils” to apply to client sub-types. For example, a planner may use a stencil which he has 
drawn up based on a “30-something-government-employee”. This stencil can be used to have a conversation 
with clients based on what “someone like me” typically has in their portfolio. This can be further customised, 
depending on the depth of detail the planner has access to, very specific items, like corporate benefits, including 
group life, disability and retirement benefits. 

atWORK Yes, Astute and all the major LISP’s.

PROFIDA Yes, at the moment PROFIDA imports investment portfolios from seven investment companies.

Skye No, but this is possible and is a development that is been considered.

19. Do you offer Astute downloads?19. Do you offer Astute downloads?

Allegiance Yes

Asset-Map We just launched, so this is one of the elements we are working on. We believe the data landscape is going to 
change fundamentally in the next few years. South Africa is likely to follow developments like Open Banking 
Standards and the Pensions Dashboard in the UK. This will allow more comprehensive data to be available much 
more readily. Many companies are also embracing newer technology. Nedbank recently launched their API Mar-
ketplace which allows anyone to use the data services they have built. Asset-Map is a new age fintech platform 
that is already able to connect to services like these.

atWORK Yes

PROFIDA Yes, PROFIDA is a certified Astute partner since 2002 and downloads life policies as well as linked and unit-
based investments. PROFIDA has also integrated with the Astute Short-Term switch, which provides data 
exchange between insurer and binder holder. 

Skye No, but this is possible and is a development that is been considered.
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20. Can tasks be created with reminders?20. Can tasks be created with reminders?

Allegiance Absolutely. The user can set reminders by SMS, email or system notifications. Reminders can be of a repeating 
nature, and the user can also use tasks to set up a review profile for a client. We have very advanced repeating 
patterns. Reminders can be pushed to the task owner, or the person responsible for the task.

Asset-Map No, that is not the function of this platform.

atWORK Yes

PROFIDA Yes, on screen, via email and/or via SMS.

Skye Yes

21. Can tasks be updated and assigned to other users?21. Can tasks be updated and assigned to other users?

Allegiance Yes, with additional functionality and rights for the assigned user. For example, they can transfer the task, change 
the due date, change notifications settings on the assignee to report to the original assigner whether the task has 
been completed or status has changed.

Asset-Map Although operational tasks aren’t facilitated, the Household view easily brings tasks together in a single docu-
ment which can be tracked and coordinated very effectively over time with all the members of the household. 
This can also be coordinated effectively in households with very complex financial arrangements involving 
multiple parties - accountants, trustees, lawyers and other players. Each party can be included by drawing upon 
specific element of the client’s Asset-Map and associated relationships, with clear instructions and requirements.

atWORK Yes, tasks can be assigned when created or allocated to a free resource where available.

PROFIDA Yes

Skye Yes

22. Can documents be attached to tasks directly, i.e. while the task is 22. Can documents be attached to tasks directly, i.e. while the task is 
being created upload and attach such document?being created upload and attach such document?

Allegiance Yes, for each task we create a container where documents can be uploaded for that task and notes created on 
that task, with everything residing in the global document manager.

Asset-Map Reference to additional documents can be made through a notes functionality to assist adviser and client.

atWORK Yes

PROFIDA Yes, documents can be attached with specific instructions, tracked via expiry date, reminder to receive docu-
ments completed and signed by the client, and is integrated to triggered and automated workflow.

Skye Yes

23. Can custom workflows be created, i.e. a series of tasks linked together 23. Can custom workflows be created, i.e. a series of tasks linked together 
to reach a specific outcome?to reach a specific outcome?
Allegiance Yes. We have a simple workflow component that can have any number of elements nested together to create a 

workflow. A single workflow element can do four things. It can create a task based on an organisational role or a 
user role, with two levels of escalations if SLAs are not met. It can send an email based on a preloaded template 
with attachments that can perform a mail merge. It can send an SMS, and it can create a system notification. 
Many elements can be nested together to create a workflow. A user can track open workflows and completed 
workflows on any client.

Asset-Map No, that is not the function of this platform.

atWORK Yes, atWORK offers full workflow and reporting capabilities

PROFIDA Yes

Skye Yes
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24. Does the system have a commissions/payroll feature?24. Does the system have a commissions/payroll feature?

Allegiance The system does have an accounting feature for time and billing. It can be used to track commissions, but it was 
not designed for it. Our preference is to integrate with commission tracking systems.

Asset-Map No, that is not the function of this platform.

atWORK atWORK does not provide commission and we recommend an external system to provide this functionality

PROFIDA Yes, for commission administration.

Skye Not as yet, but this the development of this component has started.

Allegiance We do have multiple integrations. We have components that can be exposed through API, and we have multiple 
integrations with multiple corporates that can consume quoting engines. 

Asset-Map The system has open APIs which allows integration with other compatible systems.

atWORK Yes, atWORK has an open “API” to enable our users to work with an industrial strength, secure, client and 
advice platform while enabling a “best of breed” add-on solution to the secure database

PROFIDA Yes, emails can be uploaded from Outlook into PROFIDA via a simple click with the mouse. Other interfaces 
like web site, legacy system and 3rd party tool integrations are available options too.
Download on a daily basis of Unit Trust closing prices and 34 currency exchange rates

Skye No

25. Can external systems interface with the system?25. Can external systems interface with the system?
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Allegiance Yes, we have an invoicing component that allows for various invoicing contracts to be loaded, and it’s seamlessly 
integrated into the system. It allows the adviser to generate a quote for a client, an invoice for the client, to 
track payments, and to create statements of outstanding work. Plus, it offers a full dashboard and management 
information about fees generated in the practice across multiple users, clients and services.

Asset-Map No, that is not the function of this platform.

atWORK No

PROFIDA Yes

Skye No

Allegiance Yes, it can. We have generated application forms for corporate clients, but it needs to be loaded and configured 
by Allegiance.

Asset-Map A stencil function allows the adviser to pre-populate an Asset-Map, depending on the needs of the specific 
engagement. This can be of significant value, for example where an adviser is giving advice to several employ-
ees within a specific fund or parcel of group benefits. The functionality allows the adviser to map out the group 
benefits, supplement with the client’s specific components and identify gaps still remaining at a glance.

atWORK Yes, advisers can create their own forms, use atWORK standard templates or use templates from our library of 
product provider forms that can be populated by atWORK client data.

PROFIDA Yes, as MS Word forms.

Skye No

Allegiance Yes, we have an extremely advanced view of a client’s portfolio. Not only can we show a view of a client’s port-
folio, but we also show the likely outcome of various asset classes over a client’s total wealth. We can also offer 
an executive portfolio report on specific investments.  

Asset-Map Yes, this is the key strength of the platform. An entire household can be understood at a glance. An adviser can 
also have a full practice view for management information and practice management purposes.

atWORK All interactions end up at a consolidated view of the client’s financial life. This time consuming task is automated 
for our users.

PROFIDA The entire portfolio of a client’s non-life, life and investment portfolio is combined and provides a total overview 
and business intelligence. Life policies are imported via Astute. Investment portfolio are imported via CSV files 
from the investment houses. Short term insurance and other policies not coming down via Astute are manually 
captured or imported if available electronically..

Skye Yes, via the policy summary and schedule reports.

26. Can the system automatically monitor and combine a client’s entire 26. Can the system automatically monitor and combine a client’s entire 
portfolio and provide total overview and business intelligence?portfolio and provide total overview and business intelligence?

27. Can the system do invoicing?27. Can the system do invoicing?

28. Can forms be pre-populated from the system?28. Can forms be pre-populated from the system?
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30. Does the system provide bidirectional communication and audit trails of 30. Does the system provide bidirectional communication and audit trails of 
all communication going in and out?all communication going in and out?

Allegiance Yes, the system offers an audit trail of all emails or SMSs originating from the system.

The system also offers bidirectional audit trail of emails generated on any platform into Microsoft Office365 or 
an Exchange server.

Asset-Map Where client engagement occurs, for example in the collection of client data, the platform will facilitate mail 
through the user’s inbox. 

atWORK Yes, atWORK has an audit trail for text and emails generated within atWORK and we are developing an API to 
OutLook 365.

PROFIDA Yes, with comprehensive filter options

Skye The system caters for outbound communications to be sent directly from the system, incoming communication 
needs to be saved via drag and drop.

31. Does the system allow client access?31. Does the system allow client access?

Allegiance Not yet.

Asset-Map Yes, for clients to upload financial information, family relationships and other data important for the planning 
engagement.

atWORK Yes, we have a secure client portal available.

PROFIDA Yes.

Skye Not yet, but this is a planned development.

29. Can templates be built in the system to assist with automation? E.g. 29. Can templates be built in the system to assist with automation? E.g. 
email templates that are sent when specific events occur or when a task is email templates that are sent when specific events occur or when a task is 
started, updated and completed?started, updated and completed?

Allegiance Yes, the system allows for the upload of email attachment templates. The system can automatically generate a 
mail merge and send out the prepopulated attachment with the email templates and email to a client, or groups 
of clients. This can also be combined with workflows or group communications.  

Asset-Map Templates that facilitate face-to-face engagement with the client can be managed through the system.

atWORK Yes

PROFIDA Yes, with fully customisable text. Out of the box PROFIDA provides sensible defaults for a quick start.

Skye Yes, templates can be captured and used for automated communication and the system can also be set to auto-
matically generate communication with personalised names and greetings.
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33. Can newsletters and campaigns be done via the system?33. Can newsletters and campaigns be done via the system?

Allegiance Yes, the system does offer group communication that can be used for campaigns or newsletters.

Asset-Map No, that is not the function of this platform.

atWORK Yes

PROFIDA Yes

Skye Yes, the bulk communication system can be used for newsletters and campaigns via Email and SMS.

34. Which bulk email systems do you interface with?34. Which bulk email systems do you interface with?

Allegiance We interface with a bulk email supplier as well as SendGrid. Data files can be extracted to be used on any other 
bulk mail supplier.

Asset-Map Not applicable

atWORK Produce data file for Mailchimp and Survey Monkey.

PROFIDA Emails are sent directly from within PROFIDA. No interfacing necessary. A copy of the email, even if it is a 
bulk newsletter or campaign, is stored on the client’s record within PROFIDA. The response to emails sent via 
PROFIDA are received in your Outlook from where it can be uploaded to PROFIDA to be stored on the client’s 
record. In addition, CSV files for 3rd party tools can be generated with just a few clicks with the mouse.

Skye MS Outlook

32. Does the system allow access for other professionals that the user work 32. Does the system allow access for other professionals that the user work 
with outside the practice, e.g. attorney, accountant, compliance officer, with outside the practice, e.g. attorney, accountant, compliance officer, 
paraplanner, etc.?paraplanner, etc.?

Allegiance Yes, the system is built around a comprehensive collaboration framework that allows for multi-disciplinary advis-
ers, compliance officers, or investment advisers for example, inside and outside the organization to engage with 
a client’s data. This can be done on an organizational level, group level or user level. The users can see in their 
Network Partners who has access to a client’s data or not. The user can grant or revoke permissions to access 
the data on an individual basis.  

Asset-Map A key part of the platform is the ability to provide a view of the client to which all outside specialists can relate 
and receive clear instructions for seamless collaboration on the client’s required structure.

atWORK Yes, practices can authorise the licensing of any individuals they would like to have access to their data.

PROFIDA Yes, various permission settings are available customisable for your office use. Sensible defaults are provided.

Skye Yes, a login can be created with specific access rights for the user. 
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35. Can Social Media campaigns be managed via the system?35. Can Social Media campaigns be managed via the system?

Allegiance No

Asset-Map No

atWORK No

PROFIDA No

Skye No

36. Is your system protected against cyber-attacks, malware and hacks?36. Is your system protected against cyber-attacks, malware and hacks?

Allegiance Yes. We run regular security and penetration tests on the platform, infrastructure and system.

Asset-Map The Asset-¬Map platform is hosted using Amazon’s AWS offering. Amazon is a best-¬in-¬class service pro-
vider with clients across the industry spectrum. The AWS platform provides a variety of security features that 
are leveraged for this implementation. These include but are not limited to secure file systems, firewall, DDoS 
prevention and virus protection.

atWORK Yes, apart from network and server security checks, our processes are ISO 27001 certified which is the Interna-
tional Gold Standard for data security.

PROFIDA Yes, PROFIDA uses the same encryption systems as banks. This means data in transfer is encrypted and the 
access to data is password protected. Comprehensive anti-attack measures have been implemented via various 
specialised security libraries.

Skye Yes
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37. Does the information that is stored by your system comply with POPI 37. Does the information that is stored by your system comply with POPI 
requirements?requirements?

Allegiance Yes

Asset-Map Yes, data privacy is based on the ISO 27001 standards.

atWORK Yes, data privacy complies with local and international legislation and we are ISO 27001 Certified for data man-
agement and storage.

PROFIDA Yes, PROFIDA is also GDPR compliant. In addition, PROFIDA users automatically conclude an outsourcing 
agreement for hosting and storage of data in the SLA contract detailing the creation and maintenance of security 
measures.

Skye Yes

38. What are your licensing fee structures and how much do you charge 38. What are your licensing fee structures and how much do you charge 
for different types of users?for different types of users?

Allegiance • Financial planner @ R 1 250 / month.  
• The first assistant of a financial adviser is free.
• Additional assistance @ R 245 /month.
• Additional assistance @ R 245 /month.

Asset-Map Licence fees are per user. For individual planners the fee is R1850 per month excluding VAT with no contract 
periods. For support staff it is R950pm. Enterprise pricing also applies and all contracting is done on a month-to-
month basis with no 12 or 24 month commitments.  

atWORK • Advisers and discount for assistance. Adviser fees were structured as modular and role-based licenses.
• Full system CRM/PM/FNA R780 per adviser
• Full system CRM/PM/FNA R390 per assistance
• CRM and PM only R495
• Health R390
• Wealth monthly import R990.00

PROFIDA Option A – R593
1 PROFIDA User Licence with
   • real time backups and weekly offsite backups
Option B – R614
1 PROFIDA User Licence with
   • real time backups and weekly offsite backups
   • 50 SMS units
Option C – R815
1 PROFIDA User Licence with
   • real time backups and weekly offsite backups
   • 50 SMS units
   • Testing of restoring 1 backup per month
Additional PROFIDA Licences per user/login per month
   1 additional login – R306
or
   2 additional logins – R603
or
   3 additional logins – R889
   as of the 4th login – R265

Skye The Skye system is modular, and users can select to use and pay for any those components that they require. It 
is sold on a per-user licence agreement.
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39. Can your system facilitate online meetings?  If so, please specify.39. Can your system facilitate online meetings?  If so, please specify.

Allegiance The system can easily be used with standard conference platforms like Skype or Zoom which typically allows 
for video conference, recording of video conferencing, etc.

Asset-Map Online meetings are easily and effectively conducted using Asset-Map. Everything about the household is 
captured on one page in the Asset-Map and one other page summarising funding requirements making online 
meetings very easy and engaging. Onscreen, interactive pens and drawing options further enhance this experi-
ence allowing for real-time changes and additions. 

atWORK Yes, we are developing this in our new version. In the meantime, SuiteBox, Skype, Zoom, appear and have all 
been used successfully.

PROFIDA No

Skye No
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40b. On what is your planning tool based?40b. On what is your planning tool based?

Allegiance • Goal-based and Cash Flow-based
• It also runs off an extremely advanced mathematical model referred to as AFRM™ (Advanced Financial 

Reality Modelling™) where 52 asset classes where modelled for detailed tax events, asset constraints, asset 
behaviour. The system caters for income tax, investment tax, capital gains tax, tax on lump sums and much 
more. Whether taxed at the source, or in the hands of the taxpayer. 

• Considering tax implications
     a. Income Tax on Income
     b. Income Tax on Lump Sums
     c. Income Tax on Investment Returns where applicable
     d. Capital Gains Tax (on various events)
     e. Detailed Estate Duty
The system offers advanced cashflow modelling with at least 3 tax strategies with the click of a button. It can do 
asset-liability matching and the user can load very specific client needs with multiple patterns of income, includ-
ing highly customizable life staging.

Asset-Map • The planning tool module in Asset-Map is referred to as Target-Maps. Discreet Target-Maps can be created 
per client goal, for example illustrating the capital shortfall in the event of the death of the primary client. 
Target-Maps can be created once an adviser has established what is important to a client and are used to 
assess to what extent clients are currently funded to achieve their goals and what actions are required to 
make changes for the future. Target-Maps take into account custom inflation rates and bespoke investment 
strategies selected by the adviser to allocate capital and make ongoing contributions.  

• Tax is taken into account in all calculations at an asset level. Advisers can choose to work in net or gross 
values and have options for reducing future values to account for tax on income, lump sums or estate taxes.

atWORK • Goal-based and Cash Flow based 
• Risk events are the shortfall calculator
Considering tax implications:
     a. Income Tax on Income
     b. Income Tax on Lump Sums
     c. Income Tax on Investment Returns where applicable
     d. Capital Gains Tax

PROFIDA • Cash Flow-based
• Based on Real Life based on actuarial model.
Considering tax implications:
     a. Income Tax on Income
     b. Income Tax on Lump Sums
     c. Income Tax on Investment Returns where applicable
     d. Capital Gains Tax

40. If you offer planning tools:40. If you offer planning tools:
40a. Can different scenarios be created?40a. Can different scenarios be created?

Allegiance • Yes, the client can view the different outcomes for different scenarios on a single screen. On the wealth and 
life planning we offer the most detailed scenario planning, where the adviser can virtually set any scenario on 
any client. For example, if a client retires earlier, moves to Cape Town while he/she, sells some properties, 
acquires new properties, rents out properties, etc. The possibilities are endless. 

• On the estate planning we offer an additional 9 different scenarios.

Asset-Map Yes, the adviser can create any number of additional scenarios and outcomes.

atWORK Yes

PROFIDA Yes

Skye Not a Planning tool
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40c. Assumptions40c. Assumptions

Allegiance Advanced assumptions engine that maintains an audit trail of how assumptions changed over time. 
Assumptions can be loaded on 3 levels with rights managements i.e.
• Super Admin
• Organisation Admin
• User
Assumptions can be fixed, guided, or soft assumptions.
Investment assumptions can be set by the Houseview.
The investment engine works of modern portfolio theory.
Risk profile is not assumed, but various risk profiling tool available on the system, including Morningstar, Manual, 
and the corporates version has been implemented for a number of corporate clients.

Asset-Map Assumptions can be input at a default level and changed at the level of the individual client and/or a specific 
Target-Map to accommodate practice investment house views and bespoke client requirements.

atWORK Variable percentages
Risk Profile – Adviser Own Profile or a third party such as Finametrica
No Asset Liability Matching  
Own Investment strategies (House views)  

PROFIDA Fixed percentage or entered amounts
No Asset Liability Matching 
Own investment strategies (House views)
Global assumptions which can be overwritten per plan
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40d. Which planning tools do you offer?40d. Which planning tools do you offer?

Allegiance • Risk Planning (Death, Disability, Critical Illness)
• Estate Planning
    -  1st Death
    -  2nd Death
    -  Simultaneous Death
• Cost vs Benefit analysis when moving assets to a trust
• Will drafting - We can generate the instruction for a will draft.
• Providing for retirement
• At- or post-retirement
• Investment planning (providing for a specific goal)
• Tax planning - Tax is integrated into all levels of the system and planning. Highly sophisticated tax models are 

automatically applied on every financial decision the client considers. The system is not a tax planning tool 
per se, but it offers a comprehensive view of the influence of tax on 52 possible asset classes.  

• Business Assurance

Asset-Map A comprehensive suite of planning tools (Target-Maps) is catered for, allowing an adviser to plan for a client 
across all instances of Risk Planning (death, disability, short term, health), Retirement (pre and post) and Invest-
ment planning.

atWORK • Risk Planning (Death, Disability, Critical Illness) 
• Estate Planning
    -  1st Death
    -  2nd Death
    -  Simultaneous Death
• Cost vs Benefit analysis when moving assets to a trust
• Providing for retirement
• At-or post-retirement
• Investment planning (providing for a specific goal)
• Healthcare – new and renewal
• Short term
• Business Assurance

PROFIDA • Risk Planning (Death, Disability, Critical Illness) with permanently stored (historical) plans
• Estate Planning - 1st Death only with permanently stored (historical) plans
• Providing for retirement (with and without spouse or spouse separately) with permanently stored (historical) 

plans
• At- or post-retirement planning with history of adjustments.
• Tax planning as part of the full planning approach 
• Quick FNA Option

40e. Calculation principles used40e. Calculation principles used

Allegiance The system applies a truly sophisticated mathematical modelling engine referred to as AFRM™.  It uses sophisti-
cated goal-seek like principles to deal with non-linear mathematical financial planning problems. It can offer the 
views in real or nominal terms.  

Asset-Map Discounted Cash Flows with a variable inflation rate per expense type - so accommodating for differing inflation 
rates for different expenses.

atWORK i. Discounted Cash Flows 
ii. Goal Seek

PROFIDA i. Discounted Cash Flows
ii. Actuarial formulae
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Ticking all the right boxes:

Skye Business Management Software relieves the 
FSP compliance burden and streamlines your work processes. 
Pay only for those components that you need, selecting from 

Client Relationship and Document Management, Compliance, 
Training and Competency Register, HR and 

Practice Management modules.

Get more for less…

 Simple Simple

 User friendly User friendly

 Multifunctional Multifunctional

 Cost Effective Cost Effective

 Efficient Efficient

To apply for one of the 1000 free FAIS Competency Registers, 
email fanews@skyetek.co.za  * T&C’s apply
Please email us to arrange for a Skye demo and quote, 
visit www.skyetek.co.za or call 041 501 5352 for more information.
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41. Reporting Tools41. Reporting Tools

Allegiance We have two integrations planned before the end of 2019 that will consolidate investment reporting. We 
already have a component that can provide a comprehensive portfolio review referred to Executive Portfolio 
report. Planned release date for all of the above reporting tools is end of 2019.

Asset-Map Reporting allows the adviser to report on the financials of the principal client and all associated entities. Advisers 
can draw statements on the client’s household, including spouse, children and dependents, as well as associated 
trusts and company interests. Reports can be customised to practice needs and can document the comprehen-
sive record of advice.

atWORK i. Consolidated Investment Reporting
ii. Assets Under Management - At a client level and we show a view of the adviser’s AUM
iii. Total 
iv. Per Provider  
v. Per Product
vi. Client’s not in line with their chosen strategy   
vii. Rebalancing of client investments - Manual
viii. Monthy and quarterly investment reports

PROFIDA i.    Consolidated Investment Reporting
ii.   Assets Under Management
     • Total
     • Per Provider
     • Per Product
iii.  Rebalancing of client investments

Skye Yes – on the Investment Schedule

42. What training do you offer, and do you charge for training?42. What training do you offer, and do you charge for training?

Allegiance We offer technical training combined with financial planning training on Business Needs Analysis, Estate Plan-
ning, Financial Needs Analysis, and CRM. We are also a CPD provider. Three of our courses carry handsome 
CPD points per course. 
We do not charge for an introductory course, but the full day sessions do have a charge. 

Asset-Map Asset-Map has shown to have the highest levels of untrained user-adoption of any related tool in implemen-
tations across major corporate institutions in the US - a testament to the intuitive design and excellent user 
experience. In addition, WORK.THAT.MATTERS. offers a comprehensive on-boarding process, bringing new 
advisers on board with training, joint client capture and coaching sessions. 
Training is done on a cost recovery basis only - we’re completely committed to getting users up to full adoption.

atWORK Initial role-based training for new (and existing) users. 
We do not charge for training.

PROFIDA Basic Training, which is not mandatory. Users are welcome to phone in for guidance via the PROFIDA Helpdesk 
Support or use the manuals.
Financial Planning Training, which is mandatory, if assistance via the PROFIDA Helpdesk Support is requested. 
We charge for training if it takes places at the user’s office, but we don’t charge if the training is carried out tel-
ephonically using remote screen sharing. We only charge half price if training takes place at the PROFIDA office.

Skye We offer full system training to users, as well as support via video and PDF tutorials. Any further training may 
carry a fee.
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Stay ahead of the pack!
While Industry changes continue apace, atWORK maintains its focus on 

Technology changes even faster and atWORK tracks the latest trends 

Cnr Lois/Tsitsa Str, Castle View South Building, Erasmuskloof,  Pretoria

Cloud based solution
for Financial Advisors

“Simpler by Design” 

Import, consolidate and Client access via the 

Digital signing for

Why atWORK?

Call us today to start your free atWORK trial!
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43. Is training offered at the users’ premises?43. Is training offered at the users’ premises?

Allegiance It depends on the group size, but training is offered at specified locations. All support is handled through a call 
centre. With exception we can do a site inspection.

Asset-Map On a cost recovery basis - or alternatively via video conference.

atWORK We have hosted training in our centres or where appropriate at a client’s premises.

PROFIDA Yes

Skye Yes, this is available at an additional cost to users alternatively via Skype or Zoom.

44. What support do you offer?44. What support do you offer?

Allegiance We offer telephonic support on both legal and technical matters relating to financial planning and the use of the 
system, and technical support on the system.

Asset-Map Support through community, as well as one-on-one engagement. All support is handled virtually or by 
telephone.

atWORK Primarily call centre and all support is handled via telephone, online chat and email.

PROFIDA • PROFIDA Helpdesk Support via phone, email and remote login
• Training via phone and screen sharing, free of charge
• Training onsite or at our office at cost
We do not believe in call centres, thus when you phone in dedicated PROFIDIANs are responding to your 
questions via phone or email. Onsite support is obsolete in lieu of support via remote login of one of our 
PROFIDIAN trainers and support staff.

Skye We offer full on-going technical support. Support is via our Help desk, but onsite support can be arranged 
where required.

45. What form of support is available for new users during and straight after 45. What form of support is available for new users during and straight after 
installing the system? Is there a time frame for sorting out initial queries and installing the system? Is there a time frame for sorting out initial queries and 
do you bill additional for on-site assistance?do you bill additional for on-site assistance?

Allegiance We will be launching an online training platform for users on specific components towards the end of the third 
quarter of this year. We also offer introductory courses at specified locations. To date we have not charged for 
additional support or any queries that any user has had to date.

Asset-Map New users are given initial training to become familiar with the system. We then help users to capture an actual 
client on the system. From there we help users fit the solution into the ongoing client engagement process and 
record of advice.

atWORK No cut off for assistance, people can attend sessions whenever it is convenient and can reattend if need be.

PROFIDA Users are welcome to phone with their how to-questions the PROFIDA Helpdesk Support or use the 
manuals. We give free remote support via screen sharing, which is equivalent to onsite assistance. On-site as-
sistance equals onsite training and is billed.

Skye Free support is available for new users up to a certain limit and is dependent on the number of users. We can 
bill for additional on-site assistance should this be required, but this is unlikely as off-site support should in most 
cases be sufficient.
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PROFIDA Software Solutions

PROFIDA follows “best practice”, basing its financial planning process on actuarial 
calculations and modern school of thought. It incorporates CRM, Astute-downloads, 
record keeping, to-do-lists, data mining, bulk newsletter campaigns, customised reports 
and letters. Its unique extension framework means it can grow with you and adapt as 
your business changes.

PROFIDA manages life and non-life insurance as well as investments on one platform 
to accommodate your entire product spectrum now and in future.

Whether you operate as a financial planner or as a 
large fully integrated financial services firm, PROFIDA 
provides Financial Planning & Practice Management 
Software for you. Large size clients have the choice to 
host on our or their servers, extending logins to advisers 
and policyholders alike.

Visit us at www.profida.co.za or phone 021 975 0215
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46. What support/consulting services are offered to enhance and capitalise 46. What support/consulting services are offered to enhance and capitalise 
on the platform solution?on the platform solution?

Allegiance a.  Training technical and functional
b.  Bespoke IT Development (Only for corporate clients)
c.  Business consulting services
d.  Lead generation
We do offer paraplanning and legal support services as an optional extra to users. 

Asset-Map We help users to dovetail the solution to their bespoke client engagement process. We are also growing a com-
munity of users to tap into for system tips and client experience suggestions.

atWORK atWORK works with specialist partners like Masthead and LinkTank for support and consulting. Services which 
are offered by some of our partners are business consulting services, entrepreneurial training and development, 
mentorships, social media services, lead generation, networking opportunities and also accounting, payroll and 
secretarial services.
atWORK also has an API where modules can be developed externally to the atWORK Core and all data is shared/
stored in our database for flexibility.

PROFIDA a. Training technical and functional
b. Bespoke IT Development
c. Business consulting services
d. Train the Trainer program

Skye Our support team is available to assist clients with not only the technical capabilities of the system, but the ap-
plications thereof as well. This allows our clients to make use of the Skye system to its fullest potential and allows 
them to streamline the work process even further.

47. Does the platform protect the organisation, shareholders and partners 47. Does the platform protect the organisation, shareholders and partners 
in the event of natural employee attrition?in the event of natural employee attrition?

Allegiance a. Yes, succession and continuity are a result of use
b. Reintermediation is realistic and viable and not just a ‘compliance tick’ for Allegiance
c. The entire database is secure and ring-fenced enabling the organisation to retain all information including com-

munications, documents and other data.
d. The organisation can re-allocate clients to other advisers instantly without interruption to service.

Asset-Map The practice admin has the ability to add or remove access, password protect and reallocate clients as required.

atWORK a. Yes by standardising process an organisation protects itself from any employee leaving.
b. if an adviser leaves, the client can be reallocated to another adviser thereby retaining the client.
c. Data cannot be deleted from atWORK and all data changes are tracked
d. The organisation can re-allocate clients to other advisers instantly without interruption to service. 

PROFIDA a. Yes – succession and continuity are a result of use 
b. Reintermediation is realistic and viable and not just a ‘compliance tick’  
c. The entire database is secure and ring-fenced enabling the organisation to retain all information including com-

munications, documents and other data.  
d. The organisation can re-allocate clients to other advisers instantly without interruption to service. - Yes

Skye 1. Nothing can be deleted from the Skye system
2. Skye keeps an automated order trail for activity on the system
3. Skye has a fully customisable access rights system
4. Access rights templates/levels as well as further customisation down to an employee level
5. Reps cannot see the clients of other reps, unless set accordingly
6. Employee logins and passwords can be changed, if necessary, at a moment’s notice.
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Thank you for taking part in the FAnews financial 
advisory practice system survey

   

  

  

When technology is an investment…When technology is an investment…
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